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Warm Greetings, 

BookGanga.com - "Online Book Store of Indian Literature"""" 

It has been a common site of you trying to acquire the most favorite book which is in your regional 

language from your nearest book store. How many times you must have walked from one book shop 

to another in search of that book. A book which you need the most and you don’t get it anywhere. 

Here is good news for all the book lovers – An American based company - MYVISHWA has developed 

a website named as BOOKGANGA.COM. The website will make your reading more easy and 

enjoyable. 

The special features of this website are as follows: 

1. The Multilanguage book publishers will be providing the information about the books on the 

website, free of cost. 

2. Book lovers can buy the books in print or in the form of e-book. 

3. Facility of delivering the book in any part of the world. 

4. E-book can be downloaded on your computer. eBookReader - The software required for the 

download will be available on the BookGanga.com website – again – free of charge. 

5. The facility of reading the various books in Indian languages on APPLE – I PAD will be made 

available through iBookGanga software. 

6. Publishers will be able to sell books at reasonable cost as there will be no distribution and 

other charges on their part. 

7. A book reader can search the books on the website with specifications such as writer, 

publisher and also search according to different subjects. 

8.  Online shopping cart can be used to buy the books. 

9. A book buyer can send cheque or deposit the amount in MYVISHWA bank account or can 

also use the debit and credit card facility. 

10. After buying the e-book the reader will be provided with a unique “code” with which he can 

download the eBook. 

11. Till date eBook has been available in pdf format, thus increasing the chances of getting 

copied on another computer. MYVISHWA has developed the “eBookReader” for computer 

and “iBookGanga” for iPad, which protect piracy in every way. The book buyer can read the 

book only on his computer of iPad. For this purpose, the buyers “device ID” is registered 

with BookGanga.com. Thus the book cannot be read on any other computer or iPad. 
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Advantages of eBook: 

1. Go Green – saving cutting of trees and in turn saving environment. 

2. Books available at an affordable price.  

3.  Space saving – a small disc can save many books at a time. 

4. Font size can be adjusted according to the individual requirement. 

5. Easier to find words and references from the eBook 

6. Availability of the books globally. 

7. Writers can publish the books only in the eBook format. 

BookGanga.com has been the first ever online initiative of providing the books in Indian languages. It 

bridges the gap between the reader, writer and the publisher. One can sit in any corner of the world 

and can get the book of his choice. There is no doubt that eBook is the future of reading. 

BookGanga.com is the simplest way of quenching your thirst of knowledge. 

Thank you. 


